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Summary 

Author has developed the new educational course directed on a deepening of knowledge in 
the field of ecological building, and on the decision of environmental problems of cities 
and territories, destined for students – builders and for ecocity creation. This essentially 
new educational course includes for the first time the integration of the basic data of 
designing of reinforced concrete and stone constructions [1], and of building ecology [2, 
3]. The purpose of new educational course is to give to students the knowledge about 
designing of ecological buildings and engineering constructions, with taking into account 
of requirements of ecology at calculation and designing of reinforced concrete and stone 
buildings and engineering structures, alongside with the general data of calculation and 
designing of reinforced concrete and stone constructions. There are in the new educational 
course ecological and environmentally safe constructive decisions of buildings and of the 
engineering structures, which are used at ecological construction and nature protection.  
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1 Introduction in ecological reinforced concrete and stone 
construction  

Ecological construction is use of architectural and constructive decisions of the buildings 
and engineering structures, allowing to keep a soil - vegetative layer (underground and 
overground buildings), giving an opportunity to save energy, to reduce the building area by 
integration of various functions in one building or in engineering construction, to increase 
the area of gardening at vertical and horizontal surfaces and creation of buildings - green 
hills, to improve visual perception of buildings (curvature of forms, and architectural - 
constructive variety). All this decisions can be achieved by use in designs of buildings and 
engineering constructions of reinforced concrete and stone, which, though are not the most 
ecological materials (for example, in comparison with a timber), have a number of the 
advantages promoting their wide application: 1. The big stocks of initial materials. 2. The 
greatest in comparison with other materials resistance external influences. 3. High 
durability and rigidity. 4. The increased weight of walls giving an opportunity to use of it 
at passive solar heating and cooling. 5. The big range of properties of the materials, 
allowing applying them in the diversified designs. 

The broad area of tasks of ecological building includes preservation and restoration 
of nature and improvement of quality of the environment of life in cities. Among tasks of 
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ecological building are maximal savings of a soil - vegetative layer at building, 
preservation of good landscapes from building, designing of ecological engineering 
constructions, and decision of environmental problems of building by erection of 
multifunctional buildings. The future specialists should have knowledge by calculation and 
designing of the broad area of ecological designs, buildings and constructions - low and 
multi-storey, underground and overground, etc. 

2 Structure of new educational course   

1. The multifunctional buildings (dwelling, office, trading, and industrial houses).  
2. The underground and overground buildings keeping a soil - vegetative layer from 
building; buildings with the big underground part. 
3. Mushroom-like buildings with the minimal area of the building, allowing minimizing 
building area. 
4. The hanging buildings, allowing keeping old unique building in the centers of cities. 
5. Planting of greenery in buildings, buildings with roofs - lawns, with vertical gardening 
of the walls, with gardens on height of buildings, with winter gardens. 
6. Buildings - «green hills» for flat city. 
7. Visually ecological buildings with curvilinear walls, with shells, with curvilinear and 
irregular window apertures, etc. 
8. The buildings uniting functions of buildings and engineering constructions (for 
example, buildings - retaining walls, noise protected walls, communications). 
9. Buildings on difficult territories, including keeping landslide buildings. 
10. Energy active and energy saving buildings. Intellectual buildings. 
11. The buildings resisting to spontaneous influences. 
12. Ecological overwater, underwater and coastal buildings. 
13. The reconstructed buildings, allowing using old designs with ecologization of 
constructive decisions and functions of buildings.  

3 Some ecological decisions 

Overground buildings lean on columns under buildings, for their rise above a level of 
ground on height not less than 3 … 6м (height of bush and small trees and of the person) 
that the person freely could pass under the building (fig. 1). The ecological compatibility of 
overground buildings is that they allow keeping the soil - vegetative layer for gardening.  

 
Fig. 1 Some designs of overground buildings: on gantry columns of different type (a, b); on flat 

cross walls or on massive supports (c); on rectangular columns (d); on V-shaped inclined or 
branching supports (e): 1 - building; 2 - frame under building; 3 - inclined supports; 4 - pile cap;  

5 - flat base plate; 6 - flat walls; 7 - massive supports; 8 - underground part; 9 - branching supports 
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Overground buildings can represent usual objects of various purpose (inhabited, civil, and 
so forth) in which different constructive decisions – frame, etc are used. Usual one-storied 
flat frames from monolithic reinforced concrete under buildings serve for support of 
buildings. They include inclined or vertical columns and frame girders. Buildings can lean 
on inclined or vertical columns, and on cross walls; branching supports can be used.    

Buildings with the curvilinear form in the plan and on height have a doubtless visual 
ecological compatibility. Curvilinear forms are the most similar to nature forms (in wildlife 
all its forms are curvilinear, in it there are no planes) and consequently are well perceived 
by sight of the person. Curvature can be used at designing plans of building, vertical 
sections and facades. One of interesting architectural receptions is asymmetry of plans, 
facades, and disposition of window apertures. Curvature and asymmetry are visually 
ecological ways of designing. But curvature in some cases can be structurally proved, as 
a way of increase of rigidity and durability of buildings, and decrease of material capacity, 
by use of spatial systems such as shells. 

Effective direction of multifunctionality is combination of functions in one building, 
multifunctional underground construction in city centre and in other places with deficiency 
of territories; combination of underground constructions with trading and others 
(underground shops, cafe, and so forth); combination of overground and underground 
buildings and constructions for economy of the building area; use of overground 
construction for gardening and for construction on abrupt slopes; use of space above 
transport ways to city, above the rivers, above streets and the areas, for erection of various 
buildings and engineering constructions. 

Designs of ecological engineering constructions can meet the following 
requirements: they should be multifunctional; one of obligatory additional functions is 
gardening of soil filled volumes (fig. 2); they should have minimal costs of materials (they 
should be carried out from spatial designs); they should be visually ecological (use of 
curvilinear forms, gardening); in allowable cases they should give ecological niches for 
local flora and fauna (for example, underwater "starling-houses" in sea shore protected 
constructions). 

 
Fig. 2 Some ecological engineering constructions: green noise protected wall (a); green retaining 

wall (b, c); green overpass and foot bridge (d) 

There are many ecological multifunctional engineering structures: multifunctional many-
tier bridges, overpasses (overpass and green corridor); green retaining walls; 
multifunctional noise protected walls; multifunctional sea shore protected constructions - 
collectors for growth of mussels and for biological clearing the sea water; green lampposts; 
green firm coverings of parking and green tram ways; multifunctional motorways, parking 
of motor transport: many-tier multifunctional railways, use of space above transport ways 
in city, above the rivers, above streets and the areas, for erection of various buildings and 
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engineering constructions; multifunctional dumps; multifunctional mountain excavation 
for accommodation of various constructions (buildings, stadiums, pools, and so forth).  

Multifunctional building provides preservation of even and convenient territories for 
creation of parks, by way of construction on difficult territories (slopes, hollows, ravines 
etc.). Multifunctional use of territories in conditions of abrupt slopes (for example, coastal 
territories) is effectively by way of creation of buildings which carry out the basic 
functions, and additional (maintenance of slope, keeping of landslip, communication 
building on slopes). The multifunctional buildings are interesting as functionally combined 
with engineering designs: buildings and retaining walls, buildings and noise protected 
walls, buildings and bridges (the foot bridge and shopping center and so forth), water tower 
or television tower and restaurant etc. One of interesting directions of ecological 
compatibility is designing of buildings, allowing to build up difficult territories (fig. 3). 

 
Fig. 3 Buildings on slopes: a – c - buildings on abrupt slopes; d - building - retaining wall;  

e - designs with keeping of landslip: 1 - ground; 2 - piles; 3 - walls; 4 - plates;  
5 - gardening; 6 – reinforced concrete lattice; 7 - base; 8 - buildings; 9 - ties 

4 Conclusion 

New educational course «Reinforced concrete and stone constructions in ecological 
building» will allow students to apply ecological decisions and to increase quality of the 
environment of life. In connection with topicality of the decision of environmental 
problems of cities, this educational course will obligatory for students of all building 
specialties. 
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